HELLO ALL (The Group of 7,105+ and growing):

THE TAR SANDS CAMPAIGN
In previous emails, we have talked about the extensive campaign to “landlock” Alberta oil, particularly oil sands oil. Here is a full strategy document on how to shut down the Tar Sands issued by Michael Marx. It is essential reading to understand the origin and extent of this campaign:


Then at pages 46-47 of the following document, Michael Marx discusses how to combine the forces of First Nations and ENGOs to block Keystone and thus help to shut down the oil sands.


Is this not a “conspiracy”, being “a secret plan by a group to do something unlawful or harmful”? This one just happens to be rather out in the open and no one wants to see it. And here’s how the Pembina Institute (an “advisor” to many governments across Canada as well as oil companies) fits into all of this:

http://www.offsettingresistance.ca

http://s3.amazonaws.com/offsettingresistance/offsettingresistance.pdf

http://s3.amazonaws.com/offsettingresistance/tarsandscoalition.pdf

http://s3.amazonaws.com/offsettingresistance/fundingmap.pdf

THE FEDERAL LIBERALS’ DEEP STATE – STACKED WITH ENVIRONMENTALISTS

The Tar Sands Campaign is symptomatic of the greater problems now facing not only Alberta and Canada as a whole. The left-wing environmental movement is now DEEPLY embedded in both our federal and provincial governments.

An examination of four of the top federal civil servants in very key positions reveals something very troubling! These senior civil servants trace their roots directly back to the US funded “environmental” groups which were involved in the 2008 “Tar Sands Campaign”.
Is it any wonder that oil pipeline construction in Canada has been so difficult, if not impossible? Why Trudeau has put a tanker ban on the upper West Coast? Why the world respected science based National Energy Board is being replaced by two political entities, that will now determine if major projects are for the common good? Why the now abandoned Energy East Pipeline was required to meet, at the last minute, a whole new set of impossible environment regulations?

Here are some the senior OTTAWA bureaucrats who are (or were) embedded in the Liberal government and at the heart of these decisions:

The Prime Minister’s former Chief of Staff was Gerald Butts, the former President of the World Wildlife Fund Canada, a supporter of the Tar Sands Campaign.

The Chief of Staff to Catherine McKenna (Minister of Environment and Climate Change Canada) is Marlo Raynolds, formerly Senior Advisor and Executive Director of the Pembina Institute, a supporter of the Tar Sands Campaign.

The Chief of Staff to Amarjeet Sohi (Minister of Natural Resources Canada) is Zoë Caron, formerly the President of the Sierra Club Canada and Specialist at World Wildlife Fund - Canada, both supporters of the Tar Sands Campaign.

The Senior Policy Advisor to Trudeau on energy and the environment is Sarah Goodman, formerly the VP of Tides Canada and, both supporters of the Tar Sands Campaign.

When Kinder Morgan asked to meet with the Trudeau government, they were often passed off to Zoë Caron (former president of the Sierra Club) and Sarah Goodman (Director, Policy in the Prime Minister’s Office and former Senior Vice President of Tides Canada).

No wonder Kinder Morgan gave up! Who else wants to start a new pipeline? I bet they are lining up!!
ALBERTA ANNOUNCES PROBE OF FOREIGN FUNDED SPECIAL INTERESTS

Alberta Premier Jason Kenney says his government will spend $2.5 million on a provincial inquiry into what he refers to as "foreign-funded special interests" and their campaigns to stop development in the province's oil sands.

During a press conference Thursday announcing the inquiry, which will be headed by accountant Steve Allen, the premier spoke about allegations of Russian interference, the suggestion that OPEC supports land-locking Alberta oil and the funding of environmental groups by the Rockefeller and Tides foundations.


OUR READERS' COMMENTS SECTION

1. From a Reader: I continue to read everything you send. I also continue to see the obvious that nobody really wants to talk about. All this garbage has taken place in spite of our strongest protests. There is no election of any status quo that will "fix" things. Majority of Canada outside of Alsaskatoba has become left to extreme left. Indoctrination is complete. On a Canada wide poll. Folks of centrist to small “c” thinking numbers 35%. If you remove Alsaskatoba from that poll, I believe our like minded thinking drops into the teens in the rest of the country. In short ... we are fu*ked!

2. From a Reader: Here we go.., climate alarmists start attacking natural gas production and overseas shipping of the cleanest of fossil fuels and Canada is in there gun sights!

3. From a Reader (in Winnipeg): Our federal government has spent four years inundating us with propaganda to demonize fossil fuels and shame us into accepting that we are contributing to a climatic apocalypse. Rather than responding to public concerns, this government is creating public concerns. That is not what they were elected to do. The origins of this passion lie in the
large and expensive Canadian contingent (over 300) sent to the Paris climate change conference in December 2015 when this government was barely in office. Trudeau and compatriots were determined to make a major ‘Canada is back’ statement and take a lead role in combatting climate change. That fit his objective of securing a seat on the UN Security Council. Canada never left the world stage. We were quiet, staid, but respected. That is no longer the case.

4. From a Reader (in Ottawa): The Trudeau government is anti-resource development, especially oil and gas, and is definitely anti-Alberta. His government has done so much damage to the investment climate and Canada’s international reputation that it may take decades to recover. Regarding the BC pipeline protesters, they are nothing but hypocrites. I don’t see them protesting the fact that Vancouver is the largest coal terminal in North America. It is well known that burning coal emits more carbon than oil or gas but I guess that this doesn’t count because most of the coal shipped is BC coal and closing the mines means lost jobs. And, the Vancouver terminal also ships US coal because they have closed many terminals in the US. Hypocrites! If we in the East are so stupid as to re-elect the Trudeau government in October, I would fully support a Western separation movement.

ADDITIONAL READING/ VIEWING

In closing, here is additional information on the problems we are facing and the need for us to take remedial action immediately to right our sinking ship.

1. DANIELLE SMITH: POLITICIAN’S CLIMATE-CHANGE YOWLING LEADS TO VOTER MISTRUST

2. CODY BATTERSHILL: BOYCOTTS OF CANADIAN ENERGY WILL LEAVE THE PLANET WORSE OFF - GOOD WORK ACTIVISTS!

3. 30 YEAR ANNIVERSARY OF THE UN 1989 "10 YEARS TO SAVE THE WORLD" CLIMATE WARNING
https://wattsupwiththat.com/2019/06/30/30-year-anniversary-of-the-un-1989-
4. DEVON COMPLETES EXIT FROM CANADA

5. DAVID STAPLES: WHAT THE ALARMISTS WON’T ADMIT, CANADA ALREADY A WORLD LEADER IN COMBATING CLIMATE CHANGE!

ACTION ALBERTA - WHO WE ARE

We are a group of deeply concerned, unpaid Alberta resident volunteers. Our work is intended to educate, inform and motivate all Canadians to be visible and vocal regarding the unequal, unfair and discriminatory treatment of Alberta by our Federal Government. Alberta’s energy sector is the most important driver of the Canadian economy and its health directly impacts the standard of living of every Canadian. Unfortunately, that is not happening under our current Federal government!

Please share this email with your contacts so we can turn this unfair, inequitable, unjustifiable travesty around for the good of all Canadians. If you would like to submit information or articles, please send them to me.

Thank you for ALL of your support and interest!

Robert (Bob) J. Iverach, Q.C.
Calgary, Alberta
biverach@mac.com

Ken Wilson
Calgary, Alberta
kenfwilson@icloud.com

If you wish to receive our emails, please email biverach@mac.com stating "Subscribe".

If you do not wish to receive them, please email biverach@mac.com stating...
If you do not wish to receive them, please email biverach@mac.com stating "Unsubscribe", but only if you really mean it!!.

If you are an elected representative of any level of Government, you have a fiduciary responsibility and a moral obligation to hear constituent voices about the problems facing Canada and the Canadian energy and equalization/transfer payment crisis.

NOTE: Our website disclaimer applies to all our Alberta Action activities.
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